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Library Size Selection

Why you might want to perform size selection after library construction…

E2: Pre-Pippen 1/10 Range: 180-231 (1ug)

Sample Table

Well Conc. [pg/µl] Sample Description Alert Observations

E2 854
Pre-Pippen 1/10 Range: 180-231
(1ug)

Peak Table

Size [bp]
Calibrated Conc.

[pg/µl]
Assigned Conc.

[pg/µl]
Peak Molarity

[pmol/l]
% Integrated Area Peak Comment Observations

25 455 - 28000 - Lower Marker

42 70.1 - 2570 8.21

46 44.1 - 1480 5.17

57 16.9 - 453 1.98

71 69.8 - 1520 8.17

122 23.6 - 297 2.76

139 35.2 - 389 4.13

203 594 - 4510 69.59

1500 250 250 256 - Upper Marker
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1. Remove non-target molecules and adapters

Target
Adapter and

primer artefacts

Illumina instruments use sequencing by synthesis (SBS)

Millions of clusters per flow cell 
Each cluster contains 1000s of clonal copies of a library molecule Library molecules are sequenced by primer extension reactions 

that incorporate chain-terminated, fluorescent nucleotides

real raw Illumina 
sequencing data

Image credit: Illumina

2.  Isolate ideal size for flow cell clustering

3.   Isolate desired size for read length and to create/eliminate paired-end overlap



Gel Cut Method

Desired size fractions can be cut out of a gel followed by standard gel extraction protocols.

There are several ways to perform size selection

agarose gel
Double SPRI cleanup

SPRI = solid-phase reversible immobilization 

Images: genengnews.com, CoreGenomics

Ratio of 
SPRI 
beads:DNA 
sample



Pippin Size Selection
The Pippin Prep and Blue Pippin instruments are fancy agarose gel-based 

size selection devices

Image: Sage Science

Pippin Prep instruments (Sage Science) use electrophoresis to separate DNA samples by size without 
the need for a gel cut.



Pippin Size Selection

Pippin instruments and reagents are much more expensive than traditional gel purifications, but they 
can produce more repeatable and precise results.

Manual Gel Purification Pippin Size Selection



SPRI Beads

Solid-phase reversible immobilization (SPRI) beads can bind DNA and are used as a general tool 
for DNA clean-up procedures.

Commercially available as Ampure XP beads from Beckman-Coulter, but can be made (much) 
more cheaply with homebrew protocols.

https://ethanomics.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/serapure_v2-2.pdf
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https://ethanomics.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/serapure_v2-2.pdf


SPRI Beads and Size Selection

The DNA-binding affinity of SPRI beads depends on the concentration of polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) and salt (NaCl) in the buffer. Reducing these concentrations will prevent binding of small 
DNA fragments in a dose-dependent fashion.

Image: CoreGenomics Blog



Double-SPRI Method

Double-sided size selection can be performed without a gel cut by using two rounds of SPRI-bead 
purification.

• In round 1, a low concentration of bead solution is added, so only large DNA molecules bind to the beads. 
The supernatant is saved and the beads are discarded.

• In round 2, more beads and solution are added so that medium-sized DNA molecules now bind to the 
beads but small molecules still stay in the supernatant. The DNA on the beads is then washed and eluted.

• This method is easier but less precise than a gel cut.

Image: 10X Genomics
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TECHNICAL NOTE 
SPRIselect:DNA Ratios Affect the Size Range of 
Library Fragments – v2 Reagents  

INTRODUCTION 

Solid Phase Reversible Immobilization (SPRI) beads selectively bind DNA fragments according to the ratio of 
SPRI beads to DNA solution. The steps for Library Preparation listed in the Genome Reagent Kits User Guide 
(CG00043) utilize SPRIselect beads to enrich for DNA fragments with a specific size range that is essential to 
achieve high quality sequencing data for Genome libraries. This Technical Note describes how SPRIselect beads 
work and illustrates how changes in the size distribution of the library fragments can occur when the 
SPRIselect:DNA ratios are changed. The 10x Genomics protocols have been optimized for product performance 
and the discussion here gives additional recommendations for best practices in library preparation to maintain 
consistency and accuracy in technique. Following these guidelines will enable the user to produce the correct 
SPRIselect:DNA ratio during the workflow and result in libraries with the desired insert fragment size. 
Bioanalyzer traces are used to illustrate the impact that altered ratios can have on the fragment size 
distributions. 

 

METHOD 

We prepared a Chromium™ Genome library with 1 ng of NA12878 DNA following the Genome Reagent Kits User 
Guide (CG00043) through Step 4.5 – Sample Index PCR. One double-sided size selection was performed in two 
steps which are briefly outlined here and presented as a schematic overview in Figure 1.  

Step 1 - A SPRIselect:DNA ratio of 0.5X removes most library fragments >1000bp. During this step fragments 
and beads are mixed together and incubated. The fragments larger than the desired library insert size bind 
to the SPRIselect beads and are discarded. The supernatant is saved. 

Step 2 -  The supernatant from Step 1 is mixed with a fresh volume of SPRIselect beads to make a 
SPRIselect:DNA ratio of 0.7X. This second incubation preferentially immobilizes DNA fragments >400bp on 
the beads which are then washed and fragments eluted for sequencing. 

             
Fig. 1. Schematic overview of double-sided SPRI selection. After the first SPRI, supernatant is transferred for a second SPRI while larger 
fragments are discarded (green). After the second SPRI, fragments on beads are eluted and kept while smaller fragments are discarded (blue). 
Final sample has a tight fragment size distribution with reduced overall amount (black). 

Two technicians participated in this study to highlight user-to-user variability. Double-sided size selection for 
protocol C and D was performed in duplicate. Two Agilent Bioanalyzer chips (DNA1000 and D7500) were used 


